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PROSPEKT
A VR-essay and performance, PROSPEKT display techniques from the diorama of
is a gaze guiding its audience through the early 1800s to today’s virtual reality
an exhibition. Tracing practices of headsets.
colonial knowledge production and bioprospecting of the seventeenth century These platforms, devices, architectures and
to the modelling of contemporary techniques of display bring distant objects,
data-prospecting shaping the “digital artefacts and documents into proximity.
economy” today, PROSPEKT probes
They are used to map, organize
into the systematic search
and manage the world’s
for economically valuable
information, and assert
In 2009, Eric
resources.
Michel De Certeau’s
proclamation that “In
Schmidt, former CEO of
The colonial gaze
history, everything
Google, visited the National
was determined
begins with the
Museum of Iraq promising to ‘make
to collect objects
act
of separating,
the images and ideas of your civilisation
for study, fixing
gathering, and
these
objects
[...] available to a billion people worldwide’. turning certain
out of time and
that
A few years later, Alphabet Inc. opened objects
out of place,
were otherwise
the Google Cultural Institute in Paris, distributed into
in the same
promising to disrupt the gatekeepers
way that digital
‘ d o c u m e n t s ’.”
documents offer
Existence
is
of world cultures by offering free
imagings of the
affirmed through
data-prospecting services to
world at a distance
perpetual capture:
public memory institutions
via
screens.
The
nature into culture
continuation of this
into data. All into
w o r l d w i d e .
gaze - one that examines,
capital.
sorts and determines meaning
and value- is not foreign to these
institutions of information. This is a
prospecting gaze – a wandering ogle that
examines, sorts and determines meaning
and value.
Information corporations monopolise
data, which in turn, monopolise memory,
and consequently power. This is the
relationship between culture, data
and the economy. By institutionalising
information gathering practices they
dominate the ways in which imagings of
the world are produced, classified and
observed. The display of the-world-asan-endless-digital-exhibition, expanding
on the accounts of Derek Gregory and
Timothy Mitchell, is the evolution of a
thriving practice dating back to colonial
bio-prospecting and the development of

The collection of objects on display
in the museum are documents that chart
the history of encyclopaedic projects,
which aid the organisation of the world.
Apparatuses of gathering, collecting
and viewing such as Google Street View
Car, Google Cardboard, and Paul Otlet’s
Mundaneum that would come to offer
the historical cachet lacking in the dataprospecting business of Alphabet, Inc., tell
the story of attempts at aggregating the
world and its cultures.

Organising
information
is never
innocent.
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DOCUMENTS
1 – “When we are closed we are always open”
The Kupferstichkabinett (Museum of Prints
and Drawings); Berlin, 17 October, 2017
Instagram User: future_laxmi
2 – Phoenix dactylifera (Date Palm)
3D Document
3 – Excerpt from “Blood and Oil”
Interview with Mark Getty.
Published in The Economist, March 8, 2000
URL: https://www.economist.com/
business/2000/03/02/blood-and-oil
4 – “Treasures of Iraq’s national museum to go
online”
User: AP Television
URL: https://www.youtube.com/lXi-heXzuPc
5 – Excerpt from “Culture and Imperialism”
by Edward Said.
Neon wall text
6 – Virtual Museum of Iraq
Screenshot from Flash Object in website
URL: http://www.virtualmuseumiraq.cnr.it/noflash.
htm
7 – Google Street View, Iraq Museum
Screenshot from Google Maps.
URL: https://www.google.de/maps/place/
Iraqi+Museum/@33.3272332,44.3838804,16.17z/

data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xa3b9d5785c98e7c5!8m2!3
d33.3284501!4d44.3859098
8 – Zoom + colour search
QBIC and Layout Searches
Screenshots and GIFs
Wayback Machine copy of Hermitage Museum
Website, 2000
URL: https://web.archive.org/
web/20000603141349if_/http://
hermitagemuseum.org:80/fcgi-bin/db2www/
qbicSearch.mac/qbic?selLang=English
9 – Historical Timeline
Pre-emptive history of the Google Cultural
Institute.
10 – “Working at Google Paris, France”
Youtube Video, unlisted
User: Life at Google
URL: https://youtu.be/V8HnmpIFUPk
11 – ‘Mons puts itself on the map with
Google deal.’
Financial Times, November 12, 2012
Newspaper Screenshot
URL: https://www.ft.com/content/ce54ad56-1c4711e2-a63b-00144feabdc0
12 – Art Camera
Technical Object
Cardboard Replica

13 – Google Street View Car
Technical Object
Cardboard Replica
14 – Content Management System
Unavailable Technical Object
15 – Google Cultural Institute editorial features
Screenshots from featured stories
URL: https://artsandculture.google.com/
16 – Google Cardboard
Monumental cardboard replica of Google Cardboard,
a virtual reality platform developed by Google.
17– Diorama
3D Objects and Particles
Installation
18 – Proprietary VR-Headset and 3D Document of
a Palm.
19 – Documents from Paul Otlet’s
Mundaneum at Google’s digital exhibition: “The
origins in Internet in Europe.”
URL: https://artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/
the-origins-of-the-internet-in-europe/QQ-RRh0A
20 – ‘Le Mundaneum, Google du papier.’
L Monde Magazine, December 9, 2009
Newspaper Screenshot

21– Research materials.
Books, dissertations and articles including:
R. Fleischer, ‘Brave new interface, or, never put all
your eggs in the same cloud!’. Essay.
R. Fleischer, ‘En ytlig evolution.’, Expressen. Article.
Schiller and Yeo ‘Powered By Google. Widening
Access and Tightening Corporate Control’. Essay.
Alana Bayer, Evangelizing the ‘Gallery of the Future’:
A Critical Analysis of the Google Art Project Narrative
and its Political, Cultural and Technological Stakes’.
Dissertation.
M. Buckland. ‘What is a “document”?’. Journal Article.
Schiebinger, L. Plants and Empire. Colonial
Bio-Prospecting in the Atlantic World. Book.
Monoskop, Ideographies of Knowledge. Seminar
Documentation.
Constant, Mondothéque: a radiated book. Book.
D. Gregory, Geographical Imaginations, Book.
T.Mitchell, Colonising Egypt, Book.
M.Certeau, The Historiographical Operation. Book.

